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Principles of DEI work:
1. Informed action = education + impact-focused action

 We have faculty and student DEI committee members… we refer to 
these as the “faculty branch” and “student branch” of the DEI 
committee
Both “branches” are consulted on departmental decisions and policy 

making regarding Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Collective education for DEI Committee Members: 
 Academics for Black Survival and Wellness (~60-hour training on how to 

recognize and push back against racism and white supremacy culture 
within academia and beyond)

 Accelerate Asynchronously (~20-hour professional development course 
on incorporating equitable and inclusive practices in the classroom)

 Hollaback! Bystander Intervention training (1 hour workshop on how to 
intervene in anti-Asian/Asian-American harassment)

 CEE consultations and training on incorporating inclusive practices in 
the classroom

 Articles, books, discussions



Principles of DEI work:
2. Be explicit about goals

and how outcomes will 
be assessed 
 These are articulated in our 

DEI committee’s mission 
and approach statement.



Principles of DEI work:
3. Centralize DEI activities 

whenever possible so that 
they don't depend on 
particular individuals
We have a dedicated (and 

very effective) DEI committee, 
but DEI goals are integrated 
into the charges of all
departmental committees



Principles of DEI work:

4. Systematize activities for evaluating DEI efforts and 
repeat them regularly
i. Annual Climate Survey for students, staff, and faculty.

We collect data on:
 Identities

DEI priorities 

Climate perceptions



Principles of DEI work:
4. Systematize activities for evaluating DEI efforts and 

repeat them regularly
i. Annual Climate Survey for students, staff, and faculty
ii. DEI Feedback and Incident Reporting Form

 Feedback on DEI-
related issues and 
addressing areas that 
need improvement, so 
that our department 
has a built-in process 
for responding to these 
concerns as they 
come up



Principles of DEI work:
4. Systematize activities for evaluating DEI efforts and 

repeat them regularly
i. Annual Climate Survey for students, staff, and faculty
ii. DEI Feedback and Incident Reporting Form
iii. Annual “DEI Feedback and Improvement” faculty meeting

 Faculty branch of the DEI committee presents the climate survey        
data in a faculty meeting and we discuss what was learned and 
how to address issues



Principles of DEI work:

4. Systematize activities for evaluating DEI efforts and 
repeat them regularly
i. Annual Climate Survey for students, staff, and faculty
ii. DEI Feedback and Incident Reporting Form
iii. Annual “DEI Feedback and Improvement” faculty meeting
iv. Monthly DEI Newsletters



Example of 
Monthly DEI 
newsletter



Principles of DEI work:
4. Systematize activities for evaluating DEI efforts and 

repeat them regularly
i. Annual Climate Survey for students, staff, and faculty
ii. DEI Feedback and Incident Reporting Form
iii. Annual “DEI Feedback and Improvement” faculty meeting
iv. Monthly DEI Newsletters
v. Annual renewal of DEI Goals for each departmental 

committee
 shared responsibility for continually advancing DEI in every aspect of 

our department



Additional DEI Initiatives

1. Psychology Diverse Mentoring Initiative
Designed to recognize and reward (via a stipend) graduate 
students who are engaged in the sustained mentoring of ethnically 
and racially diverse undergraduate students and support 
educational activities that promote diversity and inclusion in 
psychology.



Additional DEI Initiatives
2. Psychology Distinguished Scholar Program

Fellowship which provides one year of financial support and recognize 
outstanding academic achievement and potential for research in psychology 
to candidates meeting one or more of the following criteria:
 Demonstrates potential to bring to their academic research the perspective 

that comes from their understanding of the experiences of groups 
historically underrepresented in higher education or underserved by 
academic research generally.

 Provides evidence of academic achievement while overcoming barriers 
such as economic, social or educational disadvantage.

 Demonstrates potential to contribute to higher education through the 
understanding of the barriers facing women, domestic minorities, students 
with disabilities, and members of other groups underrepresented in higher 
education careers, as evidenced by life experiences and educational 
background.

 Exhibits a record of leadership or significant experience teaching and 
mentoring students from groups that have been historically 
underrepresented in higher education.



Additional DEI Initiatives

3. All-faculty DEI Trainings
Workshops once per quarter, during the faculty meeting timeslot (+ 
1 hour) 

In response to the 3rd commitment listed on the  statement we 
put on our department webpage in May of 2020: 
“To confront our own biases and learn to think and act in ways that 
affirm and support our communities of color, and to commit the time 
and resources necessary to ensuring that this learning occurs.”

2020-2021:
Microagressions (led by Mikael and Binnie)
 Understanding Unconscious Bias (led by Mikael and Binnie)
 Anti-racist teaching strategies (led by Rachel Stumpf, CEE)



Additional DEI Initiatives
4. Website Re-vamp

Make DEI efforts prominent on our website



Additional DEI Initiatives
5. Incorporating DEI into Faculty Search Processes

 Last year and this year, authorized for faculty searches.  Utilization of 
multiple approaches to increase equity in the review process to 
increase likelihood of attracting excellent and diverse scholars:

1. Deliberate composition of search committees to include individuals 
dedicated to a process designed to reduce bias

2. Deliberate wording of job ads to signal commitment to diversity
3. Careful construction of rubrics for candidate evaluation

 DEI committee input on rubrics

4. Calibration exercises (using sample DEI statements) to help ensure 
committee members are using the rubrics similarly.

5. First-pass evaluation of blinded/redacted statements (Contributions to 
DEI and Research) to develop long list of candidates

6. Sharing evaluation criteria with candidates, and with the department, 
prior to interviews 

7. + many other practices recommended by STEAD workshop


